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Abstract. In this study, we present a systematic evaluation of machine transla-
tion methods applied to the image annotation problem. We used the well-studied
Corel data set and the broadcast news videos used by TRECVID 2003 as our
dataset. We experimented with different models of machine translation with dif-
ferent parameters. The results showed that the simplest model produces the best
performance. Based on this experience, we also proposed a new method, based
on cross-lingual information retrieval techniques, and obtained a better retrieval
performance.
1 Introduction
With the recent developments in technology, there is a huge amount of digital multi-
media data available in many archives and on the Internet. In order to efficiently and
effectively access and make use of this huge amount of information, the automatic re-
trieval and annotation of multimedia data should be provided. This can be only achieved
with the association of low-level and mid-level features with higher-level semantic con-
cepts. However, this is a very difficult and long-standing problem and requires carefully
labeled data, which is very difficult to obtain in large quantities.
Recently, it is shown that, such relationships can be learned from multimodal datasets
that provide a loosely labeled data in large quantities. Such data sets include pho-
tographs annotated with a few keywords, news photographs on the web and videos
with speech transcripts. With careful use of such available data sets, it is shown that
semantic labeling of images is possible [1–3]. More recently, probabilistic models are
proposed to capture the joint statistics between image regions and caption terms. These
include the simple co-occurrence model [4], hierarchical aspect model [5], cross-media
relevance model (CMRM) [6], Correlation Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) model
[7], and translation model [8].
In [8], Duygulu et.al. considers the problem of learning the correspondences be-
tween image regions and words as a translation process, similar to the translation of
text in two different languages. The correspondences between the image regions and
the concepts are learned, using a method adapted from Statistical Machine Translation.
Then, these correspondences are used to predict words corresponding to particular im-
age regions or to automatically annotate the images.
In this study, we analyze the machine translation approach for image annotation.
Although, better results are reported in the literature, this method is simple and can
be easily adapted to other applications. Also, it is shown that, when integrated to an
information retrieval task, it produces the best results compared to some other methods
[?]. Our goal is to provide a systematic evaluation of the machine translation approach
and investigate the effect of different extensions to the basic model.
In [8], statistical machine translation idea is used in its simplest form. We experi-
mented several other models and parameters of statistical machine translation methods
and compare the results with the results of the simplest model. We also integrated the
language modeling in the form of word co-occurrences. The results are evaluated on
Corel and TRECVID 2003 data sets.
Also, as new method cross-lingual information retrieval CLIR techniques are adapted
and shown that the retrieval performance is increased by the new proposed method.
The paper is organized as follows. First, the motivation for the machine translation
approach will be given in Section 2. We will describe the data set in Section 3. The
details of the basic approach will be presented in 4. Then, in Section5 we will present
the experiments performed to analyze the machine translation approach. The results of
applying CLIR techniques will be discussed in Section 6.
2 Motivation
In the image and video collections, the images are usually annotated with a few key-
words which describe the images. However, the correspondences between image re-
gions and words are unknown(Figure 1-a). This correspondence problem is very similar
to the correspondence problem faced in statistical machine translation literature (Fig-
ure 1-b).
Brown et.al [10] suggested that it may be possible to construct automatic machine
translation systems by learning from large datasets (aligned bitext) which consist of
many small blocks of text in both languages, corresponding to each other at paragraph
or sentence level, but not at the word level. Using these aligned bitexts, the problem
of lexicon learning is transformed into the problem of finding the correspondences be-
tween words of different languages, which can then be tackled by machine learning
methods.
Due to the similarity of problems, correspondence problem between image regions
and concepts can be attacked as a problem of translating visual features into words, as
first proposed by Duyguluet.al. [8]. Given a set of training images, the problem is to
create a probability table that associates words and visual features which can be then
used to find the corresponding words for the given test images.
3 Data Sets
In this study, we use Corel stock photos since that is a highly experimented data set for
image annotation. We also incorporate the TREC Video Retrieval Evaluation (TRECVID)
2003 data set which consists of more than 100 hours of ABC and CNN broadcast news
(a) (b)
Fig. 1. (a)The correspondence problem between image regions and words. The wordszeb a ,
grass andsky are associated with the image, but the word-to-region correspondences are un-
known. If there are other images, the correct correspondences can be learned and used to auto-
matically label each region in the image with correct words or to auto-annotate a given image.
(b) The analogy with the statistical machine translation. We want to transform one form of data
(image regions or English words) to another form of data (concepts or French words).
videos [11]. For TRECVID dataset, the keyframes extracted from video are used as
the images and the concepts manually annotated by the participants are used as the
keywords to make the analogy to Corel data. For the experiments on Corel data, we
use 4500 images for training and 500 images for testing. The number of annotation
keywords is 374. For TRECVID dataset around 44K images are annotated by 137 con-
cepts. We use 38K of the data for training and use a reduced set of 75 concepts with
higher frequencies. The regions could be obtained by a segmentation algorithm as in
[8], but in this study we prefer to use fixed sized blocks due to the simplicity and be-
cause of the more successful results reported in the literature. Corel images are divided
into 24 rectangular blocks as used in [6], and from each block color and texture fea-
tures are extracted. TRECVID keyframes are divided into 35 blocks, which are then
represented by color, texture and edge features. For the TRECVID data we also ex-
perimented extracting features around interest points obtained a Harris corner detector
based algorithm.
4 Basic Approach
In machine translation, a lexicon links a set of discrete objects (words in one language)
onto another set of discrete objects (words in the other language). Therefore, in order to
exploit the analogy with machine translation, both the images and the annotations need
to be broken up into discrete items. The annotation keywords, which will be called as
conceptscan be directly taken as discrete items. However, visual data is represented as
a set of feature vectors. In order to obtain the discrete items for visual data, the features
are classified by vector quantization techniques such as K-means. The labels of the
classes are then used as the discrete items for the visual data and called asvisterms.
For TRECVID data the feature vectors are separately quantized into 1000 visterms
each. For Corel data 500 visterms are obtained by using all the features at once.
The aligned bitext, consisting of the visterms and the concepts are used to construct
a probability table linking visterms with concepts. Probability tables are learned us-
ing Giza++ [16], which is a part of Statistical Machine Translation toolkit developed
during summer 1999 at CLSP at Johns Hopkins University.
Brownet. al.[10] propose a set of models for statistical machine translation (SMT).
The simplest model (Model 1), assumes that all connections for each French position
are equally likely. In the work of Duygulu et. al. [8], this model is adapted to translate
visterms to concepts, since there is no order relation among the visterms or concepts in
the data. As the basic approach, we also use Model 1 in the form of direct translation.
In order to annotate the images, the word posterior probabilities supplied by the
probability table are used. The word posterior probabilities for the whole image are






wherev is a visterm,dv is the set of all visterms of the image andc is a concept. Then,
the word posterior probabilities are normalized. The concepts with the highest posterior
probabilities are used as the annotation words.
Figure 2-a shows some auto-annotation examples for Corel data. Most of the words
are predicted correctly and most of the incorrect matches are due to the missing manual
annotations (e.g. althoughtree is in the image on the top-left example it is not in
the manual annotations). In Figure 2-b, the annotation results are presented for some
images from TRECVID data by showing the concept which is predicted by the highest
probability and matches with the manual annotations.
Fig. 2.Annotation examplestop: on Corel data set, andbottom on TRECVID data set. For Corel
set the manual annotations are shown at the top, and the predicted words (top 5 words with
the highest probability) are shown at the bottom. Words in red color correspond to the correct
matches. For TRECVID data set, the concepts predicted with the highest probability and match
with one of the annotation concepts are shown.
These annotation examples are obtained by using the features extracted from the
rectangular blocks. For TRECVID data set, we also experimented the features extracted
around the interest points. Figure 3 shows the effect of different features and compares
the features extracted from the blocks and around interest points. It is observed that,
the performance is always better when features are extracted from blocks. The experi-
ments also show that, color feature gives the best performance when used individually
but using a combination of all three features gives the best performance. The face in-
formation is also integrated in the form of the number of detected faces. However, this
extra information did not give any significant improvement. Feature selection based on
Information Gain is also experimented, but the results were not satisfactory. Based on
these observations, in the rest of the experiments we prefer to use the combination of
color, texture and edge features extracted from blocks.
Fig. 3. Comparison between block-based features (red) and Harris interest point features (blue).
5 Analysis of the Machine Translation Approach
In this section we will analyze the machine translation approach by providing the results
of different extensions to the basic approach. The results will be compared using the
Mean Average Precision (mAP) values.
First, we experimented the effects of using higher models. We have trained our
system with more complicated models: (i) using Model 2,(ii) HMM Model on top of
Model 1 and, (iii) Model 4 on top of Model 1 and HMM Model training. However,
the experiments show that, the simplest model (Model 1) results in the best annotation
performance. The Mean Average Precision values obtained by Model 1 are 0.125 on
the Corel data set and 0.124 on the TRECVID data set.
It is also observed that, the number of iterations in Giza++ training affects the an-
notation performance. Although, annotation performance decreases with the increased
number of iterations, with less iterations less number of words can be predicted. Due to
this tradeoff, number of iterations is set to 5 in the experiments.
We also incorporate the language modeling in the form of word cooccurrences, since
our data sets consist of individual concepts without any order. In our new model, the
probability of a concept given an image depends both to the probability of that concept




P (ci|cj)P0(cj |dv) (2)
It is shown that (Table 1) incorporating word cooccurrences into the model helps to
improve annotation performance for Corel data set, but does not create a difference for
TRECVID data set.
Table 1.The effect of incorporating word co-occurrences.
Corel TRECVID
Model 1 0.1250.124
Model 1 with word cooccurrences0.1450.124
Another experiment that has been studied but not performing well was using the
alignments provided by training to construct a co-occurrence table. For this experiments
we have trained Giza++ in both ways, i.e. one table is created for co-occurrences by
training from visterms to concepts and another one is created by training from concepts
to visterms. A third co-occurrence table is created by summing up the two tables. As
shown in Table 2, the results were worse than the base results.
Table 2.Comparison of the results obtained from a co-occurrence table of the alignment counts
with the basic Model 1 results. V represents visterms and C represents concepts.
Model 1 Alignment(V to C)Alignment(C to V)Alignment(Combined)
0.125 0.103 0.107 0.114
We will now review the IBM and the HMM translation models and their underlying
assumptions, and argue why a more powerful translation model does not necessarily
result in a better performance under MAP.
P (f |e) =
∑
a
P (f ,a|e) =
∑
a
P (m|e)P (a|m, e)P (f |a,m, e) (3)
whereP (f |e) is probability of translating the English sentence “e” of length l into the
French sentence “f ” of length m, and “a” represents the alignment between the two
sentences. The following assumptions are made Model 1:
– P (m|e) = ε(m|l) string length probabilities
– P (a|m, e) = (l + 1)−m alignment probabilities
– P (f |a,m, e) = ∏mj=1 t(fj |eaj ) word translation probabilities.
Model 2 differs from Model 1 in having the alignment probability in which the
alignmentaj depends onj, l,m; more specificallyP (a|m, e) =
∏m
j=1 p(aj |j, l,m).
However, when working with concepts and visterms, we observe that the concept in
the caption are not written in any particular order. For example, the blocks associ-
ated with sun and sky are always adjacent but the corresponding concept sentences
can be annotated with any of the following word orders:{sky,sun,· · · }, {sun,· · · ,sky},
{sun,· · · ,sky,· · · }, {sky,· · · ,sun}. Therefore, alignment structure is not very useful here.
The HMM Model [12] assumes that there is a dependency between theaj andaj−1
by making the alignment probabilityP (a|m, e) = ∏mj=1 p(aj |aj−1, l, m) dependent
on “aj − aj−1” instead of the absolute positionsaj . In our scenario this means that the
knowledge of the previous alignment between a concept and a visterm can better predict
the next possible alignment. Intuitively this idea should work in our context, when we
alignsunto a block and subsequently when trying to alignsky, previous alignments can
easily determine the most likely blocks to align to sky (the sky is always not far away
from the sun). However the training procedure of the model requires the image to be
flattened as a sequence of visterms (enumerate the block left to right and top to bottom),
so that the adjacent blocks do not preserve this property. With this image representation
the HMM model is able to capture only dependent alignments in the same row.
For Model 3,4,5 the translation probability is the following:
P (f |e) =
∑
a
P (f ,a|e) =
∑
τ,π∈〈f ,a〉
P (Φ|e)P (τ |Φ, e)P (π|τ,Φ, e) (4)
whereP (Φ|e) represents the fertility probability andP (π|τ,Φ, e) is the distortion
probability.
The concept ofdistortion is useful when translating between languages with dif-
ferent word orders: English is a SVO language where Arabic is a VSO language (verb
subject object). In order to use these models successfully, our training data should suf-
fer from the same problem. Even though thevistermlanguage has a structure, this one
is lost when moving from a two-dimensions representation to a one-dimension repre-
sentation. Theconceptlanguage lack of structure, the concepts are enumerated as the
annotators decided, each one with a different style. The same images can get either be
annotated with different concepts or the concepts can be presented in different orders.
The other notion used on these advanced models isfertility. The fertility parameter
gives for each English word how many French words it usually generates. For example
in [10] the authors observed that the most likely fertility offarmersis 2 because it is
most often translated as two words:les agriculteurs. We refer to fertility as the number
of concepts associated with a block. In our data there is no such fixed number, if we
have two images annotated withhouse, tree, ..., in one thehousecan occupy one block
by itself and in anotherhouse,treecan be together. Depending on the resolution of the
image, one block can be associated with either one or multiple concepts. Where in
language the fertility of each words can be almost deterministically determined, it is
not the same with visterms. As we can see neither distortion or fertility as stated offer
additional information, instead they only add noise to the parameter estimation.
6 Image Annotation using Cross-Lingual Information Retrieval
The image annotation problem can alternatively be viewed as the problem of Cross-
Lingual Information Retrieval (CLIR). In CLIR we have queries in a language “A” and
the document collection in a language “B”. The goal is to find the most relevant doc-
uments in languageB for each queryQ from languageA. If we assume that language
A is the language of concepts andB is the language of visterms, the task of image
annotation becomes a CLIR problem. Suppose we would like to find for the concept
c the most relevant images in our collection, we would rank each document using the
following equation [15]:





+ (1− α)p(c|GC), (5)
wherec is a concept andV is a image document. Since the termp(c|GC) is the unigram
probability of the conceptc estimated on training data and does not depend onV , it





In order to computep(c|dV ) we need to estimatep(v|dV ) andp(c|v). The proba-
bility p(v|dV ) is computed directly from the documentdV . The probabilityp(c|v) is
the probability of the conceptc given that the vistermv is the documentdV ; this is ob-
tained as the translation probability estimated in the machine translation approach. As
already mentioned each document is represented by a fixed number(105) of visterms.
The visterm vocabulary is of size 3000. For most imagesp(v|dV ) usually turns out to
be close to 1105 for each vistermv ∈ dV , i.e. thev’s are unique.
However individual images are not able to produce a good estimate ofp(v|dV ). So
we choose to estimate the prior probability over the training collection in the following
ways:
TFTrain(v) =
# of v in the collection
# of visterms in the collection
DFTrain(v) =
# of documents withv
# of documents in the collection
Since document frequency(DF ) outperforms the term frequency(TF ), DFTrain(v)
was used as a estimate ofp(v). Usingp(v) to approximatep(v|dV ) and restricting the






The annotation performance of the CLIR approach is shown in Table 3, the CLIR
approach performs significantly better than our baseline Model 1 (p=0.04).
Figure 4-a compares the basic machine translation based approach with CLIR based
approach using average precision values for the top 10 words. The recall-precision per-
formance for CLIR is given in Figure 4-b.





Fig. 4. (a)Average Precision comparison between MT and CLIR based models for the top 10
concepts (b) Recall Precision performance for the CLIR annotation mode.
7 Discussion and future work
We conclude that the SMT (Statistical Machine Translation) approach [10] [12] to Im-
age/Video retrieval is not tailored to this task and instead, we should look for newer
approaches to “translation” models in this scenario. The IBM and HMM based text
translation models have been developed to model the dependencies present in the trans-
lation of natural languages. However when applied to our task of image/video annota-
tion, these powerful models are unable to improve modeling. This is mainly because
our data - visterms and concept pairs - do not contain the same structure present in
language pairs. Therefore additionally modeling power of the SMT model does not im-
prove the ability of the model to predict new data. In contrast simpler translation models
such as IBM-1 which do not rely much on the structure of the language pairs perform
better when applied to the annotation task. We also note that the IBM models were
originally designed to deal with languages that generate one-dimensional strings, in our
task thevistermlanguage generates two-dimensional strings and theconceptlanguage
generates string without any particular order. As already seen in the MT community,
the IBM models are not the only solution to the problem. Researchers are developing
translation systems usingsyntactic and parsing knowledge, [13] [14]. Along these lines
we should start to develop new translation systems that suit our data best.
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